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Abstract8

It is becoming increasingly common in longitudinal studies to collect and analyze9

data on multiple responses. For example, in the social sciences we may be interested10

in uncovering the factors driving mental health of individuals over time, where mental11

health is measured using a set of questionnaire items. One approach to analyzing such12

multi-dimensional data is multivariate mixed models, an extension of the standard13

univariate mixed model to handle multiple responses. Estimating multivariate mixed14

models presents a considerable challenge however, let alone performing variable se-15

lection to uncover which covariates are important in driving each response. Motivated16
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by composite likelihood ideas, we propose a new approach for estimation and fixed ef-17

fects selection in multivariate mixed models, called Approximate Pairwise Likelihood18

Estimation and Shrinkage (APLES). The method works by constructing a quadratic19

approximation to each term in the pairwise likelihood function, and then augmenting20

this approximate pairwise likelihood with a penalty that encourages both individual21

and group coefficient sparsity. This leads to a relatively fast method of selection, as22

we can utilize coordinate ascent type methods to then construct the full regularization23

path for the model. Our method is the first to extend penalized likelihood estimation24

to multivariate generalized linear mixed models. We show that the APLES estimator25

attains a composite likelihood version of the oracle property. We propose a new infor-26

mation criterion for selecting the tuning parameter, which employs a dynamic model27

complexity penalty to facilitate aggressive shrinkage, and demonstrate that it asymp-28

totically leads to selection consistency i.e., leads to the true model being selected. A29

simulation study demonstrates that the APLES estimator outperforms several univari-30

ate selection methods based on analyzing each outcome separately.31

Keywords: composite likelihood, LASSO, mixed models, multivariate longitudi-32

nal data, pairwise fitting, penalized likelihood, variable selection33

1 Introduction34

In longitudinal studies, it is increasingly common to collect data on multiple responses35

for each individual. Such multivariate longitudinal data is becoming the rule rather than36

the exception, given that many of these studies are conducted on a large scale, following37

hundreds of individuals over many years. Therefore it is more cost-effective as well as in-38

formative to collect multiple responses. One example of this kind of study is the Household39

Income and Labour Dynamics in Australia (HILDA) survey (Watson and Wooden, 2012),40
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a nationally representative panel survey collected annually in Australia since 2001. As part41

of the survey, data on an individual’s mental health are collected to study how mental health42

changes over time in response to various personal and environmental factors (Leach et al.,43

2014). Mental health data are fundamentally multivariate in nature: the HILDA survey for44

instance uses a set of five items designed to quantify mental health based on experiences45

in the last month e.g., How much time in the past 4 weeks have you been a very nervous46

person? For each item, the individual provides a rating from 1 to 6 (none to all of the time).47

One approach for analyzing multivariate longitudinal data is to extend the Generalized48

Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) commonly used for a single repeated measure to handle49

multiple responses. In this article, we refer to such models as multivariate GLMMs (see50

Verbeke et al., 2014, for a detailed review). A key benefit of this approach is that it allows51

us to borrow strength across responses: we can use the joint information across multiple52

responses to both better inform the overall population’s trajectory over time, and capture53

the association between outcomes by modeling the cross response correlation of the ran-54

dom effects. On the other hand, analyzing such data using multivariate GLMMs presents55

formidable challenges in both estimation and variable selection.56

When the responses are not all assumed to be normally distributed, the marginal likeli-57

hood does not have a closed analytic form, and we have potentially a quite high-dimensional58

integral to deal with. One approach for getting around this is to instead maximize a com-59

posite likelihood (Varin et al., 2011). In the context of multivariate GLMMs, this was60

first considered by Fieuws and Verbeke (2006), who propose a pairwise fitting estimation61

method based on separately fitting all possible bivariate response GLMMs and then aver-62

aging the maximum likelihood estimates obtained from the separate fits. Pairwise fitting63

has been subsequently studied in many articles for estimation and hypothesis testing in64

multivariate GLMMs (e.g., Fieuws et al., 2006; Faes et al., 2008; Ivanova et al., 2015). As65
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Faes et al. (2008) emphasize however, estimation based on pairwise fitting is different from66

maximizing the pairwise likelihood directly, since the former involves post-hoc averaging67

of separate estimates of the same parameter (see also Vasdekis et al., 2014, who extended68

the approach to consider weighted means in order to improve efficiency). The more general69

issue of inference using the pairwise fitting method however remains largely unexplored.70

On the issue of variable selection, in most applications of mixed models, the number71

of candidate fixed effects can often be considerably more than the number of random ef-72

fects e.g., often only a random intercept and random slope for time is included, as in our73

example in Section 6. With multivariate GLMMs, we can also expect the mean structures74

to vary considerably between the responses: some covariates may be uninformative for all75

responses, in which case its vector of fixed effect coefficients (one for each response) will76

be equal to zero simultaneously, while other covariates may be partially informative, in77

which case some of the elements of the vector are non-zero. In light of the possible range78

in mean structures between responses, we argue that standard methods of variable selection79

such as all subsets and forward/backward selection using information criteria are imprac-80

tical. Instead, we use penalized likelihood methods as a computationally feasible method81

of selection. Note that while penalized selection has been heavily studied for GLMs (e.g.,82

Zou, 2006; Bondell and Reich, 2008), their use in univariate GLMMs dates back only to83

Bondell et al. (2010). We refer to Müller et al. (2013) for a comprehensive review of vari-84

able selection in linear mixed models, and Hui et al. (2017a) for an example of penalized85

likelihood in univariate GLMMs based on maximum likelihood estimation.86

In this article, we propose a new, computationally efficient approach for fixed effects87

selection in multivariate GLMMs, called Approximate Pairwise Likelihood Estimation and88

Shrinkage (APLES). The method works by first taking the pairwise composite likelihood89

and applying a quadratic approximation to each of the bivariate likelihood terms. The90
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resulting approximate pairwise likelihood bears some resemblance to the one step sparse91

estimate of Zou and Li (2008) and the unified least squares approximation method of Wang92

and Leng (2012) for generalized linear models, although such an approach has not been93

considered before for univariate let alone multivariate GLMMs. More relevant is the link94

between the approximate pairwise likelihood function and the pairwise fitting estimation of95

Fieuws and Verbeke (2006) and others reviewed above, since maximizing each of the com-96

ponent bivariate likelihoods is analogous to what is done in pairwise fitting. Rather than97

directly averaging the separate estimates however, we augment the approximate pairwise98

likelihood with a penalty in order to achieve sparse fixed effect coefficients. Specifically,99

we propose a penalty which encourages group sparsity across responses, such that the fixed100

effect coefficients for a covariate can be shrunk to zero simultaneously. To our knowledge,101

this article is the first to extend penalized likelihood methods to multivariate GLMMs, and102

thus presents an important advance in both the mixed model and composite likelihood lit-103

eratures.104

It is important to highlight the difference between the APLES estimator and penalizing105

the pairwise likelihood directly to achieve sparse estimates. Specifically, because most106

parameters including the fixed effect coefficients occur in multiple bivariate log-likelihood107

terms, the score equation for a penalized pairwise likelihood will involve a sum of several108

separate score equations, each of which generally does not possess a tractable form unless109

both responses are normally distributed. By contrast, calculating the APLES estimator is110

straightforward precisely because the approximate pairwise likelihood is a sum of quadratic111

forms, with each term resembling the quadratic form seen in the log-likelihood function112

for a multivariate normal distribution. Therefore, we can utilize coordinate ascent type113

methods to obtain closed form updates and efficiently construct the full regularization path.114

Under general regularity conditions, we show that APLES is selection consistent and115
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achieves a composite likelihood version of the oracle property, i.e., the APLES method116

asymptotically performs as well as if the true fixed effects structure is known in advance117

and estimated using pairwise likelihood. This leads to asymptotic normality with covari-118

ance equal to the inverse of the Godambe information matrix (Varin et al., 2011). Although119

we work in the setting where the number of candidate fixed effects is bounded as the sam-120

ple size grows, the multivariate nature of the response means there is still a large number of121

coefficients up for selection and therefore it is a large dimensional problem. Furthermore,122

the selection consistency and oracle property are, to our knowledge, the first such asymp-123

totic results to be proven in the multivariate GLMMs and composite likelihood estimation124

literatures. For tuning parameter selection, we propose a new information criterion which125

utilizes the approximate pairwise likelihood as the goodness of fit function, and show that it126

leads to selection consistency i.e., the criterion asymptotically chooses a tuning parameter127

corresponding to the true model. While tuning parameter selection for penalized likelihood128

in generalized linear models has been studied extensively (e.g., Gunes and Bondell, 2012),129

it has been much less explored in mixed models (see Groll and Tutz, 2014; Hui et al., 2016,130

for some examples in univariate GLMMs). Likewise, there is relatively little literature on131

composite likelihood based information criteria, with two notable exceptions being Varin132

and Vidoni (2005) and Gao and Song (2010), who consider composite likelihood versions133

of the Akaike and Bayesian information criterion respectively. Establishing the theoretical134

properties of our proposed criterion presents an important advance to both the multivariate135

GLMM and composite likelihood literatures. We also point out that our proposed infor-136

mation criterion differs from many other criteria that have been proposed in that it uses a137

dynamic model complexity penalty similar to that of Hui et al. (2015b). This in turn leads to138

more aggressive shrinkage compared to the Bayesian information criteria, and empirically139

we found that it resulted in better selection performance.140
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A simulation study demonstrates that the APLES estimator in conjunction with the141

proposed information criterion performed well compared to the standard approach of per-142

forming model selection on each response separately to select the fixed effects structure.143

We apply the APLES estimator to the HILDA survey to uncover some of the social and144

environmental drivers behind changes to different aspects of mental health over time. We145

provide template R code for calculating the APLES estimator and for performing the sim-146

ulations in the Supplementary Material.147

To summarize, the main contributions of this article are as follows: 1) We propose148

APLES, a method for fixed effects selection in multivariate GLMMs, which combines149

composite likelihood ideas with a penalty for inducing (possibly group) sparsity in the150

fixed effects, 2) We establish estimation consistency and the oracle property of the pro-151

posed variable selection method, 3) We propose a method of selecting the tuning parameter152

which satisfies the conditions necessary for selection consistency, 4) Simulations demon-153

strate the strong empirical performance of the APLES estimator and the proposed tuning154

parameter selection method, over the standard approaches of performing variable selection155

on each response separately, 5) Application of the APLES estimator to the HILDA datasets156

uncovers many of the important factors driving the mental health of individuals over time.157

2 Multivariate GLMMs158

For individual i = 1, . . . , n, let yijk denote the measurement of response k = 1, . . . , K at159

time point j = 1, . . . , ni. Along with the responses, let xij denote a vector of pf covariates160

to be included in the model as fixed effects, and zij a vector of pr random effect covariates.161

Unless stated otherwise, both xij and zij contain an intercept term as the first element. The162

multivariate GLMM is defined as follows (Verbeke et al., 2014). Conditional on a vector163
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of random effects bi = (bTi1, . . . , b
T
iK)T , the responses yijk are assumed to be independent164

observations from the exponential family with mean µijk and response-specific dispersion165

parameter φk, the latter of which may or may not be known. While it is possible for the166

K sets of responses to be of mixed type e.g., a combination of continuous and binary167

responses, for simplicity we assume all the responses come from the same distributional168

form, as in the case for our motivating example where all the responses are ordinal. For169

a known link function g(·), the mean is related to the covariates as g(µijk) = ηijk =170

xTijβk + zTijbik, where βk and bik are the fixed and random effect coefficients for response171

k. We assume that the random effects are drawn from a multivariate normal distribution172

with zero mean vector and unstructured random effects covariance matrix Σ of dimension173

Kpr × Kpr i.e., f(bi|Σ) = N (0,Σ). Here Σ carries information pertaining to both the174

temporal correlation within a response, found on the K blocks of pr × pr submatrices175

lying on the diagonal of Σ, and the cross-correlations between responses, found on the176

submatrices lying away from the diagonal.177

Let yik = (yi1k, . . . , yinik) denote the vector of responses for individual i and outcome178

k, and Ψ = (βT1 , . . . ,β
T
K , φ1, . . . , φK , vech(Σ)T )T the vector of parameters. Then as-179

suming the individuals i = 1, . . . , n are independent, the marginal log-likelihood of the180

multivariate GLMM is given by181

`(Ψ) =
n∑
i=1

`i(yi1, . . . ,yiK |Ψ) =
n∑
i=1

log

(∫ ni∏
j=1

K∏
k=1

f(yijk|bik,βk, φk)f(bi|Σ)dbi

)
, (1)

where f(yijk|bik,βk, φk), the conditional distribution of the responses, belongs to the expo-182

nential family. The dimension of bi makes the integral in the marginal likelihood function183

potentially of a large dimension. This has motivated alternative, computationally less bur-184

densome approaches to estimation as we discuss in Section 3.185

By far the most commonly studied case of multivariate GLMMs is when all K re-186
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sponses are normally distributed. Here, if we let yik = (yi1k, . . . , yinik), then f(yijk|bik,βk, φk) =187

N (xTijβk+zTijbik, φk) where φk is the response-specific variance. In our motivating dataset,188

the K responses are ordinal i.e., ratings by individuals to items related to mental health.189

Therefore, we use a cumulative logit model defined as follows (McCullagh, 1980). Let re-190

sponse k be an ordinal variable with Lk levels, such that yijk ∈ {1, . . . , Lk}. It is assumed191

that the number of levels, Lk, does not change over time. Define a proxy response variable192

y∗ijkl such that y∗ijkl = 1 if yijk = l and zero otherwise. Then for individual i, we have the193

multinomial distribution f(y∗ijkl|bik,βk, φk) =
Lk∏
l=1

{
F (νkl − ηijk)− F (νk(l−1) − ηijk)

}y∗ijkl ,194

where F (x) = {1 + exp(−x)}−1 is the logit link and ηijk = xTijβk +zTijbik. Note the nega-195

tive sign in front of the linear predictor: this is standard in ordinal regression, so that larger196

values of ηijk correspond to a higher probability of the response yijk being in a higher cate-197

gory. The parameters {νkl; k = 1, . . . , K; l = 0, . . . , Lk} are the response-specific cutoffs,198

constrained to be in ascending order i.e., νk0 = −∞ < νk1 < . . . < νkLk
= ∞, with the199

constraint νk1 = 0 for all k = 1, . . . , K to ensure parameter identifiability (since the first200

element of xij is a fixed intercept term). Finally, note that in the case of Lk = 2 for all k,201

the above reduces to a logistic multivariate GLMM.202

3 Fixed Effects Selection using APLES203

Given the computational burden involved in trying to maximizing `(Ψ) in (1), especially204

if K and/or pr is not small, we replace the marginal likelihood by a composite likeli-205

hood as the objective function. Specifically, we consider the pairwise likelihood function206

`PL(Ψ) =
n∑
i=1

`i(yi1,yi2|Ψ12) + . . . +
n∑
i=1

`i(yi1,yiK |Ψ1K) +
n∑
i=1

`i(yi2,yi3|Ψ23) + . . . +207

n∑
i=1

`i(yi(K−1),yiK |Ψ(K−1)K) =
K−1∑
r=1

K∑
s=r+1

n∑
i=1

`i(yir,yis|Ψrs), where `i(yir,yis|Ψrs) is the208

bivariate log-likelihood function for response pair (r, s) for individual i, and is given by209
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`i(yir,yis|Ψrs) = log

(∫ ni∏
j=1

f(yijr|bir,βr, φr)f(yijs|bis,βs, φr)f(bir, bis|Σrs)dbirdbis

)
.210

Each of the bivariate likelihoods depends only on a subset of the full parameter vector,211

specifically, Ψrs involves only the fixed effect coefficients and the submatrix of Σ that212

describe the random effects covariances for response pair (r, s). While maximizing the213

pairwise likelihood is easier than the full marginal likelihood, involving only integrals214

of dimension 2pr, it still presents a considerable challenge since many of the parameters215

are found in several of the bivariate likelihood terms comprising `PL(Ψ). This motivated216

Fieuws and Verbeke (2006) and others to propose the pairwise fitting method, where each217

of the K(K − 1)/2 bivariate likelihoods
n∑
i=1

`i(yir,yis|Ψrs) is maximized separately and218

the parameters are then post-hoc averaged to obtain a unique set of estimates.219

Motivated by the goal of fixed effects selection in multivariate mixed models, in this220

article we propose an alternate approach which we shall see is actually closely linked to221

the pairwise fitting method. Consider a quadratic expansion of
n∑
i=1

`i(yir,yis|Ψrs) about its222

maximum,
n∑
i=1

`i(yir,yis|Ψrs) =
n∑
i=1

`i(yir,yis|Ψ̃rs) − 2−1(Ψrs − Ψ̃rs)
TH(Ψ̃rs)(Ψrs −223

Ψ̃rs), where H(Ψrs) = −
n∑
i=1

∂2`i(yir,yis|Ψrs)/∂Ψrs∂ΨT
rs is the negative Hessian, and224

Ψ̃rs is the maximizer of the bivariate log-likelihood satisfying
n∑
i=1

∂`i(yir,yis|Ψ̃rs)/∂Ψrs =225

0. By applying the quadratic expansion to each of the terms in `PL(Ψ), we propose the ap-226

proximate pairwise likelihood function227

`APL(Ψ) = −1

2

K−1∑
r=1

K∑
s=r+1

(Ψrs − Ψ̃rs)
TH(Ψ̃rs)(Ψrs − Ψ̃rs). (2)

The approximate pairwise likelihood will be used shortly as the basis for sparse fixed ef-228

fects selection by augmenting it with a penalty. Without penalization though, we can show229

that maximizing (2) leads to an estimator which takes the form of a weighted mean of230

the individual maximizers Ψ̃rs. Specifically, without loss of generality, suppose we aug-231
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ment each vector Ψ̃rs by inserting zeros in the appropriate positions so that it is of the232

same length as Ψ. We denote these augmented vectors as Ψ̃rs,full. The positions of the233

zeros in Ψ̃rs,full thus correspond to the elements in Ψ not associated with response pair234

(r, s). Likewise, we augment H(Ψ̃rs) by inserting rows and columns of zeros so that it235

is a dim(Ψ) × dim(Ψ) symmetric matrix, and denote this as H(Ψ̃rs,full). The zero rows236

and columns in H(Ψ̃rs,full) again correspond to second and cross derivatives not associ-237

ated with response pair (r, s). Then we can write (2) as `APL(Ψ) = −2−1
K−1∑
r=1

K∑
s=r+1

(Ψ −238

Ψ̃rs,full)
TH(Ψ̃rs,full)(Ψ−Ψ̃rs,full). Solving for ∂`APL(Ψ)/∂Ψ = 0, we obtain the weighted239

mean estimator Ψ̃wm =

{
K−1∑
r=1

K∑
s=r+1

H(Ψ̃rs,full)

}−1 K−1∑
r=1

K∑
s=r+1

H(Ψ̃rs,full)Ψ̃rs,full (see also240

Vasdekis et al., 2014). Thus we see that the approximate pairwise likelihood naturally241

facilitates an estimator based on a weighted mean of the separate bivariate GLMM esti-242

mates, and contrasts with the pairwise fitting approach which uses an unweighted mean.243

It would be of interest to compare the efficiency of this weighted mean estimator with the244

unweighted mean, although given our focus here is on variable selection we do not pursue245

this issue further (see Vasdekis et al., 2014, for relevant work).246

To perform fixed effects selection, we combine (2) with a penalty on the βk’s. In-247

stead of separately penalizing each coefficient, we make use of the inherent grouping248

of the fixed effects across responses, on a per-covariate basis. For k = 1, . . . , K, let249

βk = (βk1, . . . , βkpf ). Then the set {βkd; k = 1, . . . , K} represents the cluster of K coef-250

ficients associated with the dth fixed effect covariate. If a covariate d is uninformative for251

all fixed effects, it is appealing to use a penalty which can simultaneously shrink all these252

coefficients to zero, thereby removing the covariate from the model entirely. On the other253

hand, when covariates are partially informative for a subset of the K outcomes, we want a254

penalty capable of setting only some of the effects to zero. In summary, we seek penalties255

with both group and individual coefficient sparsity, the former for removing completely256
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uninformative covariates and the latter for handling partially informative covariates. Such257

penalties which reflect the natural structure of the covariates have been proposed in other258

settings e.g., composite penalties for generalized linear models (Zhao et al., 2009; Huang259

et al., 2012), finite mixture models (Hui et al., 2015a), and in applied settings such as mi-260

crobial data (Garcia et al., 2014), and indeed there are a number of ways by which penalties261

can be constructed to possess both group and individual coefficient sparsity. To our knowl-262

edge however, this article is the first to consider them for longitudinal mixed models with263

multiple outcomes.264

In light of the above discussion, we propose the following Approximate Pairwise Like-265

lihood Estimator and Shrinkage (APLES) method for fixed effects selection in multivariate266

GLMMs.267

Definition 1. Let β̃kd,wm be the estimate of βkd obtained from the weighted mean estima-268

tor Ψ̃wm. For a single tuning parameter λ > 0, the APLES estimator for multivariate269

longitudinal GLMMs is defined as270

Ψ̂ = arg max
Ψ

`APL(Ψ)− nλ
pf∑
d=2

K∑
k=1

wkd|βkd| − nλ
pf∑
d=2

vd

(
K∑
k=1

β2
kd

)1/2

,

where `APL(Ψ) is given by (2), wkd = |β̃kd,wm|−2 and vd =

(
K∑
k=1

β̃2
kd,wm

)−1

are pre-defined271

adaptive weights.272

The summation in both components of the penalty begins at d = 2, as we assume the273

first element in each βk corresponds to a fixed intercept that we do not penalize. If there274

are other fixed effect covariates in any of the K outcomes that are not to be penalized, then275

the corresponding adaptive weights wkd and/or vd may be set to zero accordingly. One276

noteworthy example of this is covariates included as both fixed and random effects, where277

we may not necessarily want to penalize the fixed effects because it can lead to undesirable278
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cases of non-hierarchical shrinkage i.e., the covariate ends up in one or more of the K279

mean structures model as a random effect only (see Hui et al., 2017a, when K = 1).280

Otherwise, the adaptive weights are constructed from the weighted mean estimator Ψ̃wm.281

The inclusion of pre-defined weights facilitates flexible, adaptive penalization with only a282

single tuning parameter. Also, we fix the powers on the pre-defined weights in order to283

facilitate development of the asymptotic results in Section 4, while at the same time easing284

computation as we only have to search over a single tuning parameter instead of two.285

The APLES estimator achieves flexible fixed effects selection by combining an adap-286

tive LASSO with an adaptive group LASSO, linked by a common tuning parameter, to287

achieve both group and individual coefficient sparsity. In particular, the second component288

of the penalty is applied across responses on a per-covariate basis: the L2 norm encourages289

group sparsity where all K fixed effects for a covariate d are set equal to zero simultane-290

ously, thus removing the covariate from all components of the multivariate GLMM. This is291

combined with the K individual group sparsity events encouraged by the first component292

of the penalty. This combination of an overall group sparsity event along with K indi-293

vidual sparsity events means we can remove fixed effect covariates from all K responses294

simultaneously, or remove it from only a subset of the responses.295

3.1 Estimation296

The APLES estimator is straightforward to calculate, and not surprisingly the most chal-297

lenging and computationally intensive part of Definition 1 lies at the beginning of the cal-298

culations where we have to construct the approximate pairwise likelihood function. Each299

of the estimates Ψ̃rs is obtained by maximizing the marginal log-likelihood of the bivari-300

ate GLMM, which is often done using the Expectation-Maximization algorithm or adaptive301

quadrature. The Hessian matrix can then be obtained through Louis’s method (Louis, 1982)302
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for instance. However, once the approximate pairwise likelihood is built, construction of303

the regularization path for `APL(Ψ) is comparably fast and straightforward. For a value of304

λ, we first apply a local linear approximation (Zou and Li, 2008) to the penalty function.305

Suppose at iteration t we have current estimates Ψ̂(t). Then for covariate d we can approx-306

imate the second component of the penalty as vd

(
K∑
k=1

β2
kd

)1/2

≈ vd

(
K∑
k=1

(β̂
(t)
kd )2

)1/2

+307

vd

(
K∑
k=1

(β̂
(t)
kd )2

)−1/2 K∑
k=1

β̂
(t)
kd

(
|βkd| − |β̂(t)

kd |
)

. As previously, suppose we augment all the308

vectors Ψ̃rs by inserting zeros in the appropriate positions so that they are of the same309

length as Ψ, and analogously we augment each of the H(Ψ̃rs) by inserting rows and310

columns of zeros so that it is a square symmetric matrix of dimension dim(Ψ). Again, we311

denote these augmented quantities as Ψ̃rs,full and H(Ψ̃rs,full) respectively. Let Ψ[u] denote312

element u in Ψ, and H(Ψ̃rs,full)[uv] denote element (u, v) in H(Ψ̃rs,full). Then for element313

u = 1, . . . , dim(Ψ), after applying the local linear approximation above, setting the score314

equation to zero from Definition 1 leads to the equation −
K−1∑
r=1

K∑
s=r+1

H(Ψ̃rs,full)[uu](Ψ[u] −315

Ψ̃rs,full[u]) =
K−1∑
r=1

K∑
s=r+1

∑
v 6=u

H(Ψ̃rs,full)[uv](Ψ[v]− Ψ̃rs,full[v]) + nλξ̂
(t)
[u]sign(Ψ[u]), where ξ̂(t) is316

a vector of length dim(Ψ) defined as follows: for k = 1, . . . , K and d = 1, . . . , pf , we317

set ξ̂(t)
[kpf−pf+d] = wkd + vdβ̂

(t)
kd

(
K∑
k=1

(β̂
(t)
kd )2

)−1/2

corresponding to the penalized fixed effect318

coefficients. Note the set {kpf −pf +d; k = 1, . . . , K; d = 1, . . . , pf} covers elements 1 to319

Kpf . For elements u = Kpf +1, . . . , dim(Ψ), we set ξ̂(t)
[u] = 0 corresponding to the disper-320

sion parameters φ1, . . . , φK (cutoffs if ordinal responses) and the random effects covariance321

matrix vech(Σ), all of which are not penalized. Define S(a, c) as the soft-thresholding op-322

erator, such that S(a, c) = sign(a)(|a| − c)+. From the above score equation we obtain the323
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closed form solution324

Ψ̂[u] =
S
(
r[u], nλξ̂

(t)
[u]

)
K−1∑
r=1

K∑
s=r+1

H(Ψ̃rs,full)[uu]

, (3)

where r[u] =
K−1∑
r=1

K∑
s=r+1

{
H(Ψ̃rs,full)[uu]Ψ̃rs,full[u] −

∑
v 6=u

H(Ψ̃rs,full)[uv](Ψ[v] − Ψ̃rs,full[v])

}
.325

The above results suggest the following update algorithm: for a given λ, 1) apply the326

local linear approximation to the second part of the penalty, 2) use (3) to cycle through327

u = 1, . . . , dim(Ψ) and produce updated estimates Ψ̂(t+1), 3) iterate between steps 1 and328

2 until convergence. Once completed we can then move on to the next value of λ on the329

regularization path, using warm starts i.e., the estimates based on the previous value of λ330

as starting points. Finally, we point out that while the estimation procedure is itself not331

particularly new, bearing similarity to other coordinate-wise methods (e.g., Friedman et al.,332

2010), the novelty of the estimation procedure comes precisely from the methodological333

developments necessary in order to reach a stage where we can adapt coordinate-wise opti-334

mization methods i.e., the proposal of the approximate pairwise likelihood in (2) as the loss335

function in combination with the adaptive LASSO and adaptive group LASSO penalties.336

4 Theoretical Properties337

In this section, we establish the following large sample properties. First, we show that338

under mild regularity conditions on the likelihood function, tuning parameter, and adaptive339

weights, the APLES estimator in Definition 1 satisfies a composite likelihood version of the340

oracle property. Second, we propose a new information criterion for choosing the tuning341

parameter and show that it attains selection consistency.342

Let the number of fixed and random effect covariates pf and pr be bounded as the343
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number of clusters n → ∞. The number of responses K is also assumed to be constant344

with n. Note also that even though pf and pr are bounded, it nevertheless presents a large345

dimensional selection problem with Kpf fixed effect coefficients in consideration.346

4.1 Oracle Property347

Let Ψ0 = (β0T
1 , . . . ,β0T

K , φ0
1, . . . , φ

0
K , vech(Σ0)T )T denote the true parameter point. With-348

out loss of generality, for k = 1, . . . , K let β0
k = (β0T

k1 ,β
0T
k2 = 0T )T , where β0

k1 are the truly349

non-zero fixed effects for response k. In turn, we can write Ψ0 = (Ψ0T
1 ,Ψ0T

2 = 0T )T where350

Ψ0
1 = (β0T

11 , . . . ,β
0T
K1, φ

0
1, . . . , φ

0
K , vech(Σ0)T )T and Ψ0

2 = (β0T
12 , . . . ,β

0T
K2). Likewise, the351

APLES estimator in Definition 1 can be written as Ψ̂ = (Ψ̂T
1 , Ψ̂

T
2 )T and β̂k = (β̂Tk1, β̂

T
k2)352

for all k = 1, . . . , K. The following regularity conditions are required to study the asymp-353

totic behavior of the APLES estimator.354

(C1) The true parameter point Ψ0 is an interior point of the parameter space Ω, and the355

model is identifiable at Ψ0. Furthermore, there exists a constant κ1 satisfying 0 <356

κ1 < min{|β0
kd|; β0

kd 6= 0} <∞.357

(C2) For all r, s = 1, . . . , K and Ψrs ∈ Ωrs where Ωrs ∈ Ω is an open subset, the log-358

likelihood `1(y1r,y1s|Ψrs) has common support and is at least three times differen-359

tiable on Ψrs.360

(C3) Let `PL1(Ψ) =
K−1∑
r=1

K∑
s=r+1

`1(y1r,y1s|Ψrs). Then (a) The first derivative satisfies361

E (∂`PL1(Ψ
0)/∂Ψ) = 0, and (b) the sensitivity matrix I(Ψ) = E

{
−∂2`PL1(Ψ)/∂Ψ∂ΨT

}
362

and variability matrix J (Ψ) = E
{

(∂`PL1(Ψ)/∂Ψ) (∂`PL1(Ψ)/∂Ψ)T
}

are both fi-363

nite and positive definite at Ψ0.364

(C4) There exists an open subset Ω∗ ∈ Ω containing Ψ0 such that for all Ψ ∈ Ω∗,365
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there exist integrable functions Quvw(v1) such that for all r = 1, . . . , K − 1 and366

s = r + 1, . . . , K, |∂3`1(y1r,y1s|Ψrs)/∂Ψu∂ΨvΨw| < Quvw(v1) for all u, v, w =367

1, . . . , dim(Ψ) and v1 denoting the data i.e., the responses y1k and covariates x1j368

and z1j , collected for the first individual, and which satisfy E{Q2
uvw(v1)} <∞.369

(C5) The tuning parameter satisfies n1/2λ→ 0 and nλ→∞.370

Conditions (C1)-(C4) are general assumptions typically made when studying composite371

likelihood theory (see for instance, Section 9.2, Molenberghs and Verbeke, 2006), and are372

required to ensure that the pairwise likelihood for the multivariate GLMM is sufficiently373

smooth and well-defined in the neighborhood of the true parameter point. They can be374

thought of as analogs to the conditions made when studying full maximum likelihood es-375

timation in univariate GLMMs (e.g., Ibrahim et al., 2011), with the only major difference376

being condition (C3) where the sensitivity and variability matrices are not the same due to377

the use of a pairwise likelihood. Condition (C1) implies all the diagonal elements of the378

Σ0 (and hence all elements of Ψ0
1) are non-zero. That is, all the random effects included in379

the model are truly important. This has been done to simplify the theoretical derivations,380

although the condition could actually be relaxed to allow some of the diagonal elements of381

Σ0 to be zero i.e., the saturated model overfits the random effects for one or more of the382

responses. We do not pursue this extension here however, given the focus of the APLES383

estimator is on producing sparse fixed effect coefficients. Conditions (C2)-(C4) are defined384

in terms of the likelihood contribution of the first individual, who serves as an arbitrary385

representative as the n individuals are assumed to be independent clusters.386

To assess the large sample properties of the APLES estimator, we first need the follow-387

ing result regarding the weighted mean estimator.388
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Lemma 1. Under conditions (C1)-(C4), and as n → ∞, it holds that ‖Ψ̃wm − Ψ0‖ =389

Op(n
−1/2).390

The proofs of all results are provided in the Supplementary Material. Lemma 1 demon-391

strates the n1/2-consistency of the weighted mean estimator. This in turn allows us to gauge392

the behavior of the adaptive weightswkd and vd. We now present the main result concerning393

the oracle property of the proposed penalized likelihood estimator.394

Theorem 1. Under conditions (C1)-(C5), and as n → ∞, the APLES estimator given by395

Definition 1 satisfies the oracle property:396

(a) Asymptotic normality: n1/2(Ψ̂1 −Ψ0
1)

d−→ N
{
0,G−1

1 (Ψ0)
}

,397

(b) Selection consistency: For k = 1, . . . , K, it holds that P(β̂k2 = 0)→ 1 .398

where G(Ψ0) = I(Ψ0)J −1(Ψ0)I(Ψ0) and G1(Ψ0) denotes the dim(Ψ0
1) × dim(Ψ0

1)399

submatrix ofG(Ψ0) associated with Ψ0
1.400

The proof of the theorem is similar to that of the oracle property in Zou and Li (2008),401

but involves additional complications arising from the asymptotic behavior of the pairwise402

and approximate pairwise likelihoods. Theorem 1a implies asymptotically that the esti-403

mates of the truly non-zero parameters are normally distributed with covariance equal to404

the inverse of the Godambe information matrix. Theorem 1b ensures that with probability405

tending to one, the APLES estimator selects only the truly non-zero fixed effect coeffi-406

cients. That is, even though a covariate d is included a-priori as a fixed effect in all K407

responses, in large samples it will only be selected for the (subset of) responses for which408

it is truly informative. Overall, the theorem presents a composite likelihood version of the409

oracle property i.e., asymptotically we perform as well as if we know the true multivariate410

GLMM and estimated it using pairwise likelihood.411
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4.2 Tuning Parameter Selection412

Given a particular dataset, we adapt the Extended Regularized Information Criterion (ERIC)413

of Hui et al. (2015b), who considered GLMs with the adaptive LASSO penalty, for use in414

choosing the tuning parameter in Definition 1.415

ERICAPL(λ) = −2`APL(Ψ̂)− log (λ) p̂f (λ), (4)

where `APL(Ψ̂) is the approximate pairwise likelihood evaluated at the APLES estimate and416

p̂f (λ) =
K∑
k=1

pf∑
d=2

1β̂kd 6=0 counts the number of estimated non-zero fixed effects coefficients417

(see Müller and Welsh, 2010, for a review of information criteria for model selection).418

Equation (4) differs from the form found in Hui et al. (2015b) in three ways: 1) the most419

important difference is that we use the approximate pairwise likelihood as the goodness of420

fit function. This is sensible here given it is the loss function when calculating the APLES421

estimator in Definition 1; 2) the form of ERIC proposed by Hui et al. (2015b) included an422

additional parameter in the model complexity term to control the severity of penalization,423

which they argued was necessary in settings where the number of covariates grew with424

sample size. In our situation, with both pf and pr fixed, we choose to omit this, although425

we acknowledge that future research should explore the potential inclusion of this term;426

3) finally, our model complexity penalty takes the form − log(λ) = log(1/λ) whereas the427

form of ERIC in Hui et al. (2015b) uses log(n/λ). This difference is simply due to different428

parameterizations of the tuning parameter used i.e., λ versus nλ.429

The key feature of ERIC is its dynamic model complexity penalty which depends on430

the tuning parameter itself (Hui et al., 2015b). This contrasts with the static complexity431

penalties in Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) used previously for other penalized like-432

lihood methods e.g., for univariate GLMMs Ibrahim et al. (2011) used the log(n) penalty433
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while Lin et al. (2013) used the log(
n∑
i=1

ni) penalty. For a given dataset, these criteria pe-434

nalize a fixed amount for every coefficient entered into the model. By contrast, the degree435

of penalization induced by ERIC differs depending on how complex the model is already,436

as captured by λ. In particular, the quantity − log(λ) becomes more severe the smaller λ437

is i.e., the faster λ tends to zero. Since small values of λ correspond to larger models, this438

implies ERIC’s dynamic model complexity penalty leads to more aggressive fixed effects439

shrinkage, resulting in less overfitting and sparser models. Based on extensive simulations,440

some of which are presented in Section 5, we found that this aggressive shrinkage enforced441

by ERIC lead to better finite sample performance compared to using BIC to choose the442

tuning parameter. We can also compare (4) to information criteria proposed for variable443

selection with composite likelihoods. Specifically, Varin and Vidoni (2005) and Gao and444

Song (2010) studied the asymptotic behavior of composite likelihood based Akaike and445

Bayesian Information Criteria respectively. One interesting difference between these crite-446

ria and ERIC is that the former count the number of non-zero parameters (effective degrees447

of freedom) based on the trace of I−1(Ψ)J (Ψ). Apart from saving additional, possibly448

burdensome computation, we choose to use the number of penalized estimates not shrunk449

to zero as the aforementioned trace form is challenging to extend to the approximate pair-450

wise likelihood setting e.g., simply summing traces built from the K(K + 1)/2 pairwise451

likelihoods comprising (2) is likely to over count the number of parameters.452

We now demonstrate that (4) asymptotically selects a λ satisfying condition (C5) and453

therefore leads to estimators with the oracle property. Consider a solution path for the pe-454

nalized likelihood estimator indexed by the interval of tuning parameters λ ∈ [0, λmax],455

where λmax = O(1) corresponds to a multivariate GLMM where all the penalized fixed456

effects are shrunk to zero. Every value of λ in the interval then defines a model containing457

a subset of the fixed effects, based on the non-zero elements in the APLES estimate, and458
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we denote this model by Mλ. Furthermore, for every submodel we can calculate an un-459

penalized estimate based on maximizing the submodel analogue of (2), and we denote that460

estimate here as Ψ̂(Mλ). Finally, the true model, defined by the non-zero elements Ψ0
1, is461

denoted asM0.462

Partition [0, λmax] into three sets: 1) Λ0 = {λ : Mλ = M0}, which is the set of λ463

values that select the true model, 2) Λ− = {λ : Mλ 6⊃ M0}, which is the set defining464

underfitted models i.e., models missing at least one truly non-zero fixed effect in one or465

more of the responses, 3) Λ+ = {λ : Mλ ⊃ M0}, which is the set defining overfitted466

models i.e., models containing the true model and at least one truly zero fixed effect in one467

or more of the responses. Let λ0 = n−1 log(n) be a tuning parameter satisfying condition468

(C5), and hence P(Mλ0 = M0) → 1 by Theorem 1. We remark that λ0 is constructed469

for theoretical purposes only, and need not be the tuning parameter chosen by minimizing470

(4). The following result outlines the large sample behavior of ERIC for overfitted and471

underfitted models compared to when it is evaluated at λ0.472

Lemma 2. Under conditions (C1)-(C5), and as n→∞, it holds that473

P(infλ∈Λ−∪Λ+ ERICAPL(λ)− ERICAPL(λ0) > 0)→ 1.474

Lemma 2 ensures that any tuning parameter that selects an overfitted or underfitted475

multivariate GLMM will asymptotically produce a larger value of the approximate pairwise476

likelihood ERIC compared to the model chosen using λ0. This leads to the following result.477

Theorem 2. Define λ̂ as the tuning parameter chosen by minimizing ERICAPL(λ) in (4).478

Then under conditions (C1)-(C5), and as n→∞, it holds that P(Mλ̂ =M0)→ 1.479

Theorem 2 implies that, with probability tending to one, using ERIC to choose the tun-480

ing parameter leads to selection consistency. The proof follows immediately from Lemma 2481

and the fact that P(Mλ0 =M0)→ 1, and is therefore omitted.482
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5 Simulation Study483

We performed a simulation to compare the APLES estimator to other methods of model484

selection based on fitting separate GLMMs to each response, with the aim being to assess485

whether jointly modeling the responses offered any empirical advantage (in terms of fixed486

effects selection) compared to analyzing each response separately. We chose to focus pri-487

marily on Gaussian responses, as much of the research and available software for selection488

in univariate GLMMs has been developed for this case, thereby giving us the opportunity to489

compare APLES to a range of alternative approaches. Simulations involving multivariate490

binary and ordinal responses are provided in the Supplementary Material.491

We compared the APLES estimator to the following separate response method: 1) a492

backward elimination approach in univariate GLMMs based on hypothesis testing as im-493

plemented in the R package lmerTestwith default settings (Kuznetsova et al., 2016); 2) a494

backward elimination approach in univariate GLMMs based on BIC with model complexity495

penalty log

(
n∑
i=1

ni

)
, which is the version of BIC implemented in the lme4 package (Bates496

et al., 2015); 3) a special case of the joint penalties in Bondell et al. (2010) and Lin et al.497

(2013), such that only fixed effects selection is performed in univariate GLMMs using an498

adaptive LASSO penalty, and the recommended BIC is used for choosing the tuning param-499

eter. We also considered using ERIC to choosing the tuning parameter in this case i.e., for500

the adaptive LASSO penalty in univariate GLMMs, but found that its performance was on501

par with or worse than the recommended BIC of Bondell et al. (2010) and Lin et al. (2013)502

and thus have omitted its results below. Besides, ERIC so far has not been considered for503

use in mixed models overall, with this article being the first, and we consider its application504

to univariate GLMMs specifically as an avenue of future research. In addition to the above505

three methods, we considered the glmmLasso package (Groll and Tutz, 2014), which per-506
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forms fixed effects selection in univariate GLMMs using the unweighted LASSO penalty.507

However due to its poor performance compared to the other methods, its results have been508

omitted below. Finally, we employed two methods for choosing the tuning parameter in509

the APLES estimator: 1) ERIC as given in (4), 2) a BIC-type criterion with model com-510

plexity based on the total sample size, BIC2(λ) = −2`APL(Ψ̂) + log

(
n∑
i=1

ni

)
p̂f (λ); see511

also additional simulation results in the Supplementary Material where we compared three512

information criteria for choosing the tuning parameter in APLES.513

We simulated data from a true multivariate GLMM, with K = 5 Gaussian responses,514

pf = 16 fixed effect covariates, and pr = 3 random effect covariates. We generated515

covariates xij by setting the first element equal to one for a fixed intercept, and simulating516

the remaining 15 elements from a multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean zero and517

covariance Cov(xijr, xijs) = 0.5|r−s|. The random effect covariates zij were then set as518

the first three elements of xij . Next, let B0 denote the 5 × 16 matrix of true fixed effect519

coefficients, where row k is the vector of true coefficients for response k. We set the520

first column of B0 equal to (−2,−1, 0, 1, 2), and simulated the remaining 5 × 15 = 75521

elements from a standard normal distribution. To make the fixed effects sparse, we then522

randomly selected 40% of the elements from columns 4 to 16 (26 elements) in B0 and set523

them to zero. We also set all the elements in columns 10, 15, and 16 to zero. The above524

procedure ensures that no coefficients in the first three columns of B0 are zero, reflecting525

the fact these columns correspond to covariates that are included as random effects. In526

summary, elements 10, 15, and 16 in xij are completely uninformative covariates for all 5527

outcomes, while some other elements in xij correspond to partially informative covariates.528

To complete the true model, we constructed a Kpr × Kpr = 15 × 15 random effects529

covariance matrix by simulating from a Wishart distribution with 16 degrees of freedom530

and a scale matrix set to a diagonal matrix with elements 0.1. The vector of 16 true random531
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effect coefficients for each individual was then simulated from a multivariate Gaussian532

distribution with mean zero and the above covariance matrix. Finally, conditional on bi,533

the responses yijk for k = 1, . . . , 5 were generated from a Gaussian distribution with mean534

xTijβk + zTijbik and variance equal to one.535

We considered combinations of n = {25, 50, 100} and equal cluster sizes ni = {10, 20}.536

For each combination of n and ni, we simulated 200 datasets. For all methods considered,537

the true random effects structure was assumed to be known, i.e., zij and the first three ele-538

ments in xij were included and no selection performed on them. Therefore only elements539

4 to 16 in xij , a total of 65 coefficients, were available for selection. Performance was as-540

sessed based on the mean number of false positives i.e., truly zero coefficients that are not541

shrunk to zero, the mean number of false negatives i.e., true non-zero coefficients that are542

shrunk to zero, and the mean squared error of the estimated coefficients, E
(
‖B̂ −B0‖2

)
543

where B̂ is the estimated matrix of fixed effect coefficients. For these measures of per-544

formance, the means and expectations are performed empirically over the 200 simulated545

datasets. As a single measure of selection performance, we also calculated the F-measure546

defined as F = 2 × true positives/(2 × true positives + false positives + false negatives)547

(Powers, 2011). The F-measure lies between 0 and 1, with values closer to one indicative548

of better classification (between non-zero and zero coefficients).549

From Table 1, the APLES estimator in combination with ERIC performed the best550

overall: in all settings it attained the highest F-measure and lowest or second lowest mean551

squared error compared to the separate response selection based methods. That both the552

APLES estimator approaches have a lower number of false negatives (indicative of under-553

fitting) is perhaps suggestive of the improved power in using a joint estimation and selec-554

tion approach: by borrowing strength across responses, APLES has improved efficiency555

and power to better detect truly non-zero fixed effect coefficients compared to analyzing556
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Table 1: Simulation results for fixed effects selection, comparing methods (from left to
right): 1) the APLES estimator with ERIC, 2) the APLES estimator with BIC2(λ), 3)
backward elimination using lmerTest, 4) backward elimination using BIC, 5) the adap-
tive LASSO. Performance was assessed using the mean number of false positives (FP) and
false negatives (FN), mean squared error (MSE), and F-measure (F1).The method with the
highest F-measure in each setting is highlighted in bold.

(n, ni) APLESERIC APLESBIC2 lmerTest BIC Adapt. LASSO
FP/ FN/ MSE/ F1 FP/ FN/ MSE/ F1 FP/ FN/ MSE/ F1 FP/ FN/ MSE/ F1 FP/ FN/ MSE/ F1

(25, 10) 2.77/ 0.58/ 0.98/ 0.95 8.77/ 0.17/ 1.10/ 0.87 2.96/ 4.13/ 1.58/ 0.93 1.91/ 5.04/ 1.81/ 0.88 1.94/ 4.40/ 1.57/ 0.89
(25, 20) 1.40/ 0.46/ 0.77/ 0.97 6.44/ 0.01/ 0.78/ 0.91 2.71/ 3.62/ 1.28/ 0.93 1.43/ 4.82/ 1.64/ 0.89 1.06/ 4.49/ 1.42/ 0.91

(50, 10) 1.50/ 0.46/ 0.50/ 0.97 6.90/ 0.03/ 0.53/ 0.90 2.93/ 2.38/ 0.72/ 0.92 1.48/ 3.55/ 0.93/ 0.92 1.18/ 2.81/ 0.84/ 0.93
(50, 20) 1.09/ 0.15/ 0.35/ 0.98 5.36/ 0.00/ 0.35/ 0.92 2.63/ 2.08/ 0.55/ 0.92 1.31/ 3.22/ 0.79/ 0.92 0.75/ 2.74/ 0.72/ 0.94

(100, 10) 1.13/ 0.32/ 0.25/ 0.98 5.02/ 0.01/ 0.24/ 0.92 2.73/ 1.03/ 0.30/ 0.94 1.32/ 1.91/ 0.39/ 0.95 0.80/ 1.66/ 0.39/ 0.96
(100, 20) 1.06/ 0.01/ 0.18/ 0.98 4.53/ 0.00/ 0.19/ 0.93 2.90/ 1.08/ 0.25/ 0.94 1.28/ 1.94/ 0.35/ 0.95 0.49/ 1.71/ 0.33/ 0.96

each response separately. The lmerTest, which used backward elimination based on hy-557

pothesis testing, had the highest number of false positives (indicative of overfitting), while558

backward elimination using BIC underfitted the most. Table 1 also shows the strong per-559

formance of ERIC for choosing the tuning parameter in the APLES estimator: BIC2(λ)560

overfitted substantially compared to ERIC, while there was little difference in the extent561

of underfitting between two criteria. This suggests that the dynamic, aggressive shrinkage562

of the latter works better when applied to the APLES estimator. Finally, as expected all563

methods performed better when the number of clusters n and/or cluster size ni increased.564

In the Supplementary Material, we present two additional simulations: the first involves565

multivariate ordinal responses resembling that of the HILDA mental health data analyzed in566

Section 6, and is designed to compare different methods of choosing the tuning parameter567

in the APLES estimator. The second simulation involves multivariate binary responses568

and is designed similarly to the Gaussian response case above. Overall, these results also569

present evidence favoring the use of the APLES estimator in combination with ERIC for570

performing fixed effects selection.571
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6 Example: Mental Health572

We applied our proposed APLES estimator to the longitudinal HILDA survey introduced in573

Section 1, with the aim of uncovering the important factors driving an individuals’ mental574

health response over time. The responses consisted of K = 5 questionnaire items compris-575

ing the Mental Health Inventory 5 (Leach et al., 2014) and were as follows: How much of576

the time during the past four weeks 1) have you been a nervous person? 2) have you felt so577

down in the dumps that nothing could cheer you up? 3) have you felt calm and peaceful?578

4) have you felt down? 5) have you been a happy person? For each question, an individual579

gave a score from 1 (All of the time) to 6 (None of the time). We used data collected from580

2006 inclusive onwards, so that information on a person’s height and weight were available581

(used in calculating the person’s body mass index); such data were not collected before582

2006. This lead to ni = 9 waves of data for our analyses, from 2006 to 2014. For illustra-583

tion purposes, we also subset the data to only focus on individuals with no missing data on584

any of the five outcomes or any of the predictors across the nine waves. This resulted in a585

dataset with n = 221 individuals (clusters) and a total sample size of 1989 observations.586

As fixed effects covariates, we considered pf = 31 possible predictors spanning both587

personal e.g., age, marital status, and social e.g., frequency of social outings, predictors.588

The full list of 31 predictors is reported in Figure 1. All continuous predictors were stan-589

dardized to have mean zero and unit variance, and all categorical predictors were converted590

into dummy variables. For the random effects structure, we included a random intercept591

and random slope for age for each individual, leading to a 10 × 10 random effects covari-592

ance matrix in the multivariate GLMM. Aside from age, which was not penalized since it593

was also included as a random slope, the other 30 covariates were available for selection594

for each of the five responses. We assumed a cumulative logit model for each of the five595
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outcomes, as described at the end of Section 2.596

The results from applying the proposed APLES estimator, in conjunction with ERIC to597

choose the tuning parameter, are summarized in Figure 1. From the left panel, we can see598

that the APLES estimator produced a relatively sparse fixed effects structure: six covariates599

including employment status and time spent per week on housework were removed from600

all five outcomes, while other covariates were only important for one outcome e.g., body601

mass index only showed a non-zero effect only for the fifth outcome, with a higher index602

associated with reduced happiness. In fact, the only covariate that presented a non-zero603

fixed effect for all five outcomes was age, which was not penalized. Overall however, we604

were able to draw some important conclusions based on the selected model, as seen in the605

left panel of Figure 1: 1) there were weak positive associations between improved mental606

health and age, as well as general associations between improved mental health and being607

married, 2) increased physical activity was generally associated with better mental health,608

although the effects were strongest when physical activity was undertaken more than three609

times per week, 3) the presence of a long term health condition was an important predictor610

of poor mental health, 4) both social outings and the division of time per week to various611

activities were weakly associated with an individual’s mental health over time.612

From the right panel of Figure 1, we observe that within each response there are strong613

positive correlations between the random intercept and random slope for age, implying614

those with a healthier baseline mental health profile tended to experience more positive615

responses with age. Across responses however, there are some distinct correlation patterns;616

e.g, there were moderate negative correlations between the random intercepts/slopes for617

outcome 3 and those of outcomes 1 and 2, and positive correlations between outcomes618

3 and 5. These pronounced cross-response correlation patterns are a reflection of strong619

underlying correlations between the different responses e.g., an individual who has been620
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Figure 1: Results from applying the APLES estimator to the mental health dataset. The left
panel presents a coefficients plot with each column being one of the K = 5 outcomes and
each row one of the pf = 31 covariates. The coefficients are color-coded based on sign and
magnitude, with many coefficients shrunk to zero (as indicated by a zero). The right panel
presents a correlation plot based on the estimated random effects covariance matrix. The
plot is ordered in terms of the responses e.g., Resp. 1 represents the first outcome (Have
you been a nervous person?), with “Intercept” denoting the random intercept and “Age”
being the random slope of age.
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feeling calm and peaceful (outcome 3) little to none of the time would likely be feeling621

nervous (outcome 1) and down (outcome 2) a lot of the time, and feeling happy little of the622

time (outcome 5). This is also consistent with substantial between-individual variability in623

both baseline mental health profiles (random intercept) as well as their trajectories with age624

(random slope).625

We also compared the results obtained from the APLES model fit to those obtained626

by separately fitting a ordinal GLMM to each of the five responses, using the R package627

ordinal (Christensen, 2015). Results for the latter are found in the Supplementary Ma-628

terial, and show that the separate model approach produced an even sparser model than629

the APLES model fit e.g., from the separate fitting approach, both social outings and mar-630

ital status have very little association with mental health in general. While the reasons631

behind the differences in results between the two approaches are complex, we speculate632

that one reason might be due to the joint modeling approach having improved power and633

efficiency at detecting truly non-zero coefficients across the five outcomes, as compared to634

the separate response approach. This reasoning would be consistent with the simulation635

results in Section 5, where we saw that APLES underfitted less than the separate response636

approaches.637

7 Discussion638

As the collection of multivariate longitudinal data continues to grow, there is an increased639

demand for statistical methods capable of jointly analyzing and performing inference on640

such data. In this article, motivated by data following individuals’ mental health over time,641

we focused on the challenge of selecting the important fixed effects in multivariate mixed642

models. We propose APLES, a joint estimation and selection approach based on construct-643
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ing an approximate pairwise likelihood function and augmenting it with a penalty capable644

of removing fixed effects from the mean of all (or some) outcomes simultaneously. Along645

with proposing a new information criterion for choosing the tuning parameter that promotes646

aggressive shrinkage, we showed that the APLES estimator attains the oracle property, and647

in finite sample studies performs better than some current selection methods which analyze648

each response separately.649

While the focus of this article has been on fixed effects selection, and we have im-650

plicitly assumed the number of random effects included in the model is not too large, a651

natural question to ask in future research is whether the APLES estimator can be employed652

to efficiently perform joint selection of fixed and random effects in multivariate GLMMs,653

especially if the number of fixed and/or effects is diverging. This is currently being ex-654

plored; in particular, the penalty to use should exploit both the clustering of coefficients on655

a per-covariate basis as well as respect the hierarchical principle of fixed and random ef-656

fects in longitudinal GLMMs (see Hui et al., 2017a). Another extension, particularly with657

motivating data on mental health, is to extended APLES to factor analytic multivariate658

mixed models, where a factor analysis of the outcomes is used to reduce the dimension of659

the responses to a small number of latent variables (potentially representing an underlying660

mental health score) and a multivariate GLMM fitted to this latent variables (see Verbeke661

et al., 2014, for a review of such models in the literature).662

The approximate pairwise likelihood is an attractive basis for estimating and doing in-663

ference with multivariate mixed models. There is however much to explore in this area.664

For instance, one challenge with APLES was to measure the degrees of freedom with the665

approximate pairwise likelihood: as seen in Gao and Song (2010), simply using the number666

of non-zero coefficients may not work well if the number of covariates is large or exceeds667

sample size. More broadly, the issue of estimating the degrees of freedom and measures668
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of model complexity for random effects remains an open and active problem in statistics669

(see for instance the recent research by You et al., 2016, for linear mixed models). Of670

course, use of the approximate pairwise likelihood presumes the bivariate models can be671

fitted efficiently using maximum likelihood. If not however, then perhaps alternative, faster672

methods of estimation could be used instead (e.g., using variational approximations, Hui673

et al., 2017b). The implications of using these alternative methods for estimating the bi-674

variate models on the asymptotic and finite sample performance of the APLES estimator675

present an interesting challenge to explore.676
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